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7,1 Date: 05.05.2018

To,

G M/HoD(M&s)
ECr/BCCL/CCr/NCL/WCL/SECr/MCL/NEC

Dear Sir,

Sub: Dispensation for acceptance of rail programme without deposition of advance coal value for
value paid consumers of Non-power FSA and also for similarly placed consumers of Special

Forward/Exclusive e-auction

ln view of large number of arrear rakes, CIL Board in its 362nd Board held on 28.4.2018

vide item no. 362:7(C) decided for continuation of the dispensation for acceptance of Rail

programme without advance payment to consumers of Non-power FSA beyond 2017-18 and

also to extend the facility to similarly placed consumers of Special Forward/Exclusive E-auction

under the following considerations:

a. For Non-power FSA consumers: Facility for booking of rakes without advance payment

for subsequent month be extended beyond 31.3.2018 to Non-Power FSA consumers, who have

value paid pendinB orders in Rail mode for one Month's scheduled quantlty (MSQ) or more.

b. For Special Forward/Exclusive e-auction: Rail programme shall be accepted without
advance deposit if there is more than one month's value paid order.

However, the consumer shall have to deposit fresh advance to the coal company to ensure that the

balance advance payment always remained equivalent to not less than one-month coal value.

i. Advance payment has to be ensured by coal company before actual movement of such rake(s) .

ii. The above dispensation shall be extended by the respective coal companies depending on the
position of pending value paid orders (Rail mode).

This will initially be applicable for the year 2018-19 or till such time the arear rakes are liquidated

with periodic review by M&S Department

This is for your information and necessary action
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Distribution:
1. CMD: ECL/BcCL/CCL/NCL/wCL/5ECL/Mct/NEc
2. Director(Finance),ClL
3. Director(Marketing),ClL
4. Director (in-Charge/M&S)): Ect/BCCL/ccL/NcL/WcL/sEcL/MCL/NEC
5. TS to Chairman, CIL

5. GM(M&s),CrL
7. GM(M&S)-[,CrL
8. GM(System),ClL: for uploading of the notice at CIL website under Marketing & Sales General

Notices tab
9. HOD(F- M&S),CrL


